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For the study of phase equilibrium in Н–O–С–N–Ar–Kr–Xe system at low temperatures (Т<100K) and 
pressure (P < 10−6 bar) we were obtained coefficients of semi-empirical equation of the temperature 
dependence of heat capacity for ice, СО2(cr) и NH4OH(cr) proposed by I.L. Khodakovsky 
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One of the most important problems of modern cosmochemistry is genesis of volatiles in Titan and 
Enceladus which are regular satellites of Saturn. During the space mission «Cassini» it was found that the 
main components of the atmosphere Titan are nitrogen and methane and there are in significant quantities 
NH3, N2, CH4, CO и CO2 in the plume of Enceladus. Heretofore, their origin isn' t known – whether it 
was the primary gases of the solar protoplanetary disk (nebula), accumulated by ice planetesimals, which 
were formed in the area of Saturn, some of them have already been formed in the bowels of the satellites 
in the action of their evolution. Model reconstruction of the accumulation of volatiles from the nebula gas 
phase requires thermodynamic information for all components potentially possible in Н–O–С–N–Ar–Kr–
Xe system, including condensed phases, crystalline and clathrate hydrates formed in the solar system 
composition at low temperatures (T <100K) and pressures (P < 10−6 bar). 

However thermodynamic information for a number of condensed and solid phases as well as 
clathrates hydrates in these PT conditions is not full enough. This is due to the fact that in the Earth's 
formation of such phases is associated with much higher pressures and temperatures than in a nebula, for 
example, the formation of methane clathrate hydrate methane in the deep sea. 

Moreover all the necessary experimental information is fragmentary and often not easily 
accessible. Unfortunately nowadays there are not reference books providing us with the results of 
experimental measurements and recommended values of thermodynamic and thermoelastic properties of 
substances for the temperature range from 0 to 273 K.  

It is necessary to have the equation of heat to get functional dependencies of the thermodynamic 
properties of these components on temperature: СР = СР (Т).  

Table 1 presents the results of experimental data search based on heat capacity measurements for 
some substances as well as the temperatures in which the measure passed. 

The semi-empirical equation of the temperature dependence of heat capacity СР (Т) proposed by 
I.L. Khodakovsky was used as an analytical function. 

СP = Rn[kLD + (3 − k)LE)] + αT
2VTKTT    (1),  

where LD = [1 − 1/(1 + bT3)], LE = [1 − 1/(1 + сT2)],  
R – gas constant, n - the number of atoms in a molecule,  
αT – volume coefficient of thermal expansion, 
KT − isothermal bulk modulus,  
VT – volume of one gram mole of a substance,  
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Т – temperature, 
B, c and k, – empirical coefficients. 
 
 
Table 1. Experimental data of measurements of a thermal capacity for substances under consideration 

System T (K) for Ср Reference 
Kr 0.4–12 [Finegold еt. al, и др, 1969] 
Xe 

H2O(cr) 0.5–38 
40–273.15 

[Smith еt al, 2007] 
[Giauque et al,1936] 
[Glushko et al, 1978] 

CO(cr) 0.8–4.2 [Burford еt al,1969] 

CO2(cr) 2–20 
15–195 

[Manzhelii еt al,1971] 
[Giauque еt al, 1937] 

CH4(cr) 0.4–28 [Vogt еt al, 1976] 

Kr⋅5.66H2O(cr) 7–115 
85–270 [Handa еt al, 1989] 

[Handa еt al, 1986] Xe⋅6.176H2O(cr) 7–160 
85–270 

CH4⋅5.75H2O(cr) 85–270 [Handa еt al, 1986] 
NH4OH(cr) 15–300 [Chan еt al, 1964] 

NH3⋅2H2O(cr) 15–300 [Chan еt al, 1964] 
 
Temperature dependence of the empirical parameter k which changes within the range from 3 to 

0, can be presented by the following equation: k = 9/(9 + xT2)½. If T → 0 and k = 3, the first term in 
square brackets of equation (1) gives the contribution to the heat capacity is described by Debye 's theory 
(СV = AT3). If T > 10–40 K will become a significant contribution to the heat capacity is described by 
Einstein's theory [Khodakovsky, 2012]. A relative value of both contributions to the value of specific heat, 
varying with temperature is regulated with the help of k (T). 

Today, as a first approximation, to calculate the difference between Ср - α2VTKT = CV values of 
αT, VT and KT used at standard temperature, which in the case of crystalline compounds is the melting 
point of ice. Using equation (1) we carried out calculations for ice, СО2(cr) and NH4OH(cr), which are 
presented in table 2. Unfortunately, we were not able at this stage to find in the literature the data of 
αT, VT and KT at the standard temperature for the NH4OH(cr) allow a difference therefore the first phase 
of work we have taken condition they are equal to zero and put Cp ≈ Cv. The results of fitting the 
experimental data for CO2(cr) and H2O(cr) are shown in Fig. 1 and 2, as well as the contributions that 
vary with temperature.  
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Fig. 1. А – Temperature dependence of heat capacity for CO2(cr),  experiment, Azer-Ainou 2005,  
experiment, [Manzelii 1971]. B – Temperature dependence of heat capacity for H2O(cr).  experiment, 
Smith и др 2007, recommended [Glushko et al, 1978], calculation by equation (1),  the 
contribution to the heat capacity, described the first term of equation (1), conventionally designated as LD, 

 the contribution to the heat capacity, as described by the second term of equation (1), conventionally 
designated as LE, upper limit of the temperature dependence of heat capacity 
 
Table 2. Result of calculation of the equation’s (1) coefficients 

System b c x αT
2VTKTT 

(Дж/моль⋅K) ∆оtn% 

H2O(cr) 2.31⋅10−5 0.10⋅10−4 0.0127 1.038 14.6 

CO2(cr) 0.66⋅10−6 0.18⋅10−4 0.003 1.48⋅10−3 4.3 

NH4OH(cr) 0.29⋅10−5 0.19⋅10−4 0.0262 0 8.0 
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From the data of Tab. 2 the values of relative errors, we see that equation (1) adequately describes 
the temperature dependence of specific heat CO2(cr) and NH4OH(cr), and the calculated values 
accord with the experimental data. At the same time, for the H2O (cr) the value of the relative error was 
very high. However, as can be seen from Fig. 2, the largest deviation values calculated by equation (1), 
from the experimental data is observed in the range T = 80–150K. Perhaps this is due to the transition of 
ice in the glassy state in this temperature range, and therefore the complexity of the experiment, as noted 
by the authors [Giauque, 1936; Smith, 2007]. In consequence of this there is doubt that in the interval T = 
80–150 K the measured values of heat capacity are in equilibrium. 

In conclusion, it should be noted that probability of error will be lower if we use the resulting 
values for solving the problem of obtaining the enthalpy and entropy which are integral functions in the 
given range of temperatures. 

 
The work was performed under RAS Presidium Program №22. 
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